
YDS 2006

1.  A vital problem facing us this century is the ---- of

global warming.

A) collection  B) provision

C) issue D) disturbance

E) expression

2. In 1496, fresh from his ---- of the New World,

Christopher Columbus was still thinking ab out

China.

A) invention B) journey

C) possession D) discovery

E) pursuit

3. Much has been written about the outbreak of war

in 1914, but the question of who was ---- is still

being debated.

A) desirable B) responsible

C) compulsive D) peaceful

E) adequate

4. She seems ---- to take part in the quizprogramme.

A) reluctant B) hard-working

C) selfish D) loyal

E) delicate

5. His novels have been ---- praised for the superb

use of colloquial language.

A) rapidly B) strangely

C) suddenly D) safely

E) widely

6. An estimated $4 billion over the next five years

will cover the cost of ---- immunizing children in

developing countries.

A) undeniably B) abruptly

C) fully D) currently

E) actively

7.  T.S. Eliot’s poem The Waste Land really ---- in

capturing the mood of postwar Europe.

A) disturbs B) deserves

C) contributes D) recovers

E) succeeds

8. If life didn’t start on Earth but came from comets

instead, there’s no reason why something similar

couldn’t ---- again today.

A) establish B) respect

C) happen D) perceive

E) develop

9.  At 4 o’clock that same afternoon, he got into his

car and ---- for Bursa.

A) put up B) got off

C) kept on D) set off

E) sent out

10.  It didn’t happen all at once, but before long the

business really began to ----, and they started to

make a profit.

A) look back B) take up

C) point out D) keep on

E) try out

YDS 2005

1.  Trie new version of the Nigh t Sky programme has

various —- that make it much more enjoyable

than the first version.

A) extracts B)totals

C) additions D) needs

E) disappointments

2.  It was the only school for miles around and so all

the children in the —went to the same school.

A) situation B) property

C) department D) neighbourhood

E) circumstance



3. I was a — child and so I used to make up stories

and hold conversations with imaginary people.

A) painful B) selfish

C) consistent D) charming

E) lonely

4. Queen Elizabeth I established a strong ce ntral

government that received the ----- support of her people.

A) loyal B) favourite

C) capable D) sensitive

E) fluent

5. Stewart, a young and -— talented British

historian, has written a book on the impact of

World War II on British politics.

A) convincingly B} remarkably

C) directly D) continually

E) crucially

6. Fire-fighting and the training methods employed

are becoming — complex,

A) previously B} plainly

C) partly D) courageously

E) extremely

7. Films quite often focus on journalism, and from

time to time they have critically examined and —

this profession.

A) succeeded B) deserved

C) denied D) influenced

E) suspected

8.  M a rathon-training schedules range from four to

six months and they all — considerable discipline.

A) require B) reduce

C) imply D) combine

E) improve

9.  Every time we turn on our lights, cook a meal or

heal our homes, we are — some form of fuel to

make it happen.

A) sending for B) waiting on

C) raying on D) making out

E) pull ing through

10.  Virginia was a brill i ant your g woman who -— in a

literary atmosphere.

A) took over B) put up

C) held on D) grew up

E) showed up

YDS 2004

1.  The religion of the Hittites was based upon ---- of

a sun goddess and a storm god.

A) wonder B) invention

C) survival D) worship

E) display

2.  The success of the classical record industry is

largely due to the high quality of the ----.

A) descriptions B) audiences

C) sales D) articles

E) products

3.  The first ---- of Australia were the Aborigines,

who migrated there at least 40,000 years ago

from Southeast Asia.

A) inhabitants B) guests

C) population D) citizens

E) troops

4.  In spite of much research into the subject, we still

only ---- know how and why tornadoes form.

A) likely B) truly

C) ideally D) partially

E) fairly



5. Ideally, museums should have lots of public

money, ---- space to exhibit most of their

treasures and enough staff to look after them.

A) grateful B) sufficient

C) incredible D) portative

E) radiant

6.  Volunteer fire brigades, unlike professional ones,

---- have the training to deal with big or

complicated fires.

A) secretly B) suddenly

C) rarely D) reasonably

E) convincingly

7.  In his final years of  office, President Clinton

maintained a ---- low profile but took several

major trips overseas.

A) certainly B) randomly

C) strongly D) plainly

E) relatively

8.  Although it is dying out in the towns, folk dance

is still a vibrant tradition in T urkish villages, as

you may well see if you ---- a traditional wedding

party.

A) involve B) attend

C) demonstrate D) consist

E) relieve

9.  If your brother phones, be sure to ask him if he

really has ---- smoking.

A) given up B) put away

C) made out D) opened up

E) turned off

10. The French explorer M. Peisel was touring Tibet

when he first ---- a series of tall, mysterious,

starshaped stone towers along the

Chinese border.

A) got through B) came across

C) felt for D) made up

E) ran over

YDS 2003

1.  All teenagers have ----; the problem is to teach

them to exploit it to the best advantage.

A) destiny B) compulsion

C) potential D) preference

E) significance

2.  Have they come to a ---- yet on whether to move

to Izmir or stay in Antalya?

A) disturbance B) suggestion

C) reversal D) conflict

E) decision

3.  Ireland is in the Atlantic Ocean and ---- from Great

Britain by the Irish Sea.

A) established B) occupied

C) placed D) inhabited

E) separated

4.  Geologists have ---- that Africa was once warmer

and wetter than it is today.

A) explored B) discovered

C) surveyed D) searched

E) experimented

5.  Australia, which is normally a grains exporting

country, has started importing wheat and corn to

meet a shortage resulting from a ---- drought.

A) widespread B) hostile

C) sustainable D) secular

E) restrictive

6. After decades of speculation astronomers now

have fairly ---- information concerning the basic

features of our universe.

A) desperate B) preventive

C) reluctant D) accurate

E) respective



7. The meridians are ---- counted from the meridian

of the observatory of Greenwich, in England,

which is called the zero meridian.

A) traditionally B) suitably

C) previously D) notably

E) markedly

8. Finland, which is three times the size of Ohio, is

---- forested and contains thousands of lakes,

numerous rivers and extensive areas of

marshland.

A) mutually B) exactly

C) heavily D) currently

E) profoundly

9.  He must have had some sound reasons for ----

such a rigid timetable.

A) setting out B) drawing up

C) running up D) turning off

E) looking into

10.  It.s a delightful novel, and the reader soon gets

---- in the lives of the characters as the story

progresses.

A) caught up B) found out

C) put out D) turned over

E) fed up

YDS 2002

1.  William Wordsworth was a poet of nature, and

had the special ---- to throw charm over ordinary

things.

A) ability B) verse

C) topic D) admiration

E) illusion

2.  No one knows for certain when the first Anglo -

Saxon settlements were made in Britain, but it is

---- that some of them at any rate were founded

about the middle of the fifth century A.D.

A) temporary B) vital

C) probable D) contemporary

E) urgent

3.  James Joyce was born and educated in Ireland

but spent most of his ---- life in Europe, mainly in

France, Italy and Switzerland.

A) superficial B) adult

C) competitive D) coherent

E) precise

4.  Frederick Taylor is ---- known as the founder of

the scientific management movement.

A) alternatively B) fluently

C) hopefully D) widely

E) sensitively

5.  The tourists had intended to walk along the coast

to the next town but were ---- from doing so by

the stormy weather.

A) deceived  B) influenced

C) compelled D) encouraged

E) prevented

6.  Much of every teacher.s time is ---- marking

papers.

A) brought up B) taken up with

C) held up D) made out

E) carried out

YDS 2001

1.  I tried hard to ---- why the motor would have to be

replaced, but he couldn.t understand what I was

trying to say.

A) insist B) complain

C) reply D) inform

E) explain



2. The market for computers and all related goods

has been ---- rapidly in recent years.

A) reaching B) expanding

C) exploring D) exceeding

E) disturbing

3.  The company is not only looking for wellqualified

people; it also wants them to be ----

about their work.

A) enthusiastic B) comprehensive

C) relevant D) indifferent

E) convenient

4.  They still haven.t come to an ---- about which play

they are going to put on next term.

A) opinion B) assessment

C) appointment D) agreement

E) event

5.  My car ---- as I was on my way to pick up the

children from school.

A) got off B) broke down

C) let down D) gave in

E) took off

6.  I met your father once years ago, but I can ----

remember him.

A) hardly B) enormously

C) extremely D) immensely

E) simultaneously

YDS 2000

1.  Several of my friends have entered the ----, but

none of them expects to win.

A) performance B) application

C) competition D) responsibility

E) vacancy

2. He’s a terribly ---- person and never thinks at all

of the needs or the wishes of other people.

A) nervous B) sensitive

C) extravagant D) reliable

E) selfish

3.  As she grew older, it became ---- difficult for her

to do the shopping.

A) eventually B) increasingly

C) doubtfully D) adequately

E) reluctantly

4.  The survivors of the shipwreck who were able to

reach the land, decided to ---- a fire and wait to be

rescued.

A) make B) do

C) show D) set

E) put

5.  The melting of all the ice mass in the Arctic

would ---- the sea level by several metres.

A) establish B) preserve

C) raise D) restore

E) spoil

6.  I couldn’t ---- why they were shouting so loudly.

A) set up B) keep up

C) rely on D) make out

E) put off
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